Hand Control HB70
Data sheet
The HB70 offers simultaneous drive of multiple actuators which can be used for the memory options. The hand control HB70 can be used for both Openbus™ and analogue systems and comes in 3 colours: black, dark grey and light grey.

LINAK offers the HB70 with protection class IPX6 as standard and IPX6 Washable as an option. It has a range of options such as memory and simultaneous drive. The HB70 is designed to operate with most LINAK control boxes.

Features and options:
- Easily operated by both left and right handers
- Tactile switches secure long lifetime
- Up to 10 easy-touch buttons
- Protection class IPX6, IPX6 Washable, IPX1 (CS27)
- 600 mm coiled cable
- Customised front cover
- Memory options
- Simultaneous drive of up to 4 actuators
- Colour black (RAL 9005), dark grey (RAL 7016), light grey (RAL7035)

Usage:
- Compatible with most LINAK control boxes
- Approved according to: EN 60601-1, EN 60335-1 and UL 60601-1 as part of a LINAK actuator system
Dimensions (mm):
Econ
Ordering example:
HB70 Standard front covers - when ordering check that the hand control functionality corresponds to the symbols on the front cover. The last 2 digits in the front cover code are to be used in the ordering example (xx).
Terms of use
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for specific application. LINAK takes great care in providing accurate and up-to-date information on its products. However, due to continuous development in order to improve its products, LINAK products are subject to frequent modifications and changes, without prior notice. Therefore, LINAK cannot guarantee the correct and actual status of said information on its products. LINAK reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product displayed on its website or listed in its catalogues or other written material drawn up by LINAK. All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For a copy hereof, please contact LINAK.

FOR MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS AND GUIDANCE IN USAGE, PLEASE SEE THE RELEVANT USER MANUAL